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ABSTRACT 
 
The problem of influencing of air refractive index N on prediction of radiowaves propagation is actual even nowadays. 
Results of researching of air refractive index N beyond Polar Circle of Russia. These investigations will improve 
understanding of prediction of radio wave propagation characteristics of high latitudes. The statistical propagation of air 
refractive index N for 17 hydrometeorological stations, daily and seasonal variations of air refractive index N, maps of 
isolines of air refractive index N in high-latituded atmosphere are presented. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In main the propagation of radio waves is determined by an atmospheric refraction. Electromagnetic waves is 
curvilinear distributed due to a dielectric heterogeneity of atmosphere. The problem of forecasting signal levels is 
directly connected with researches of physical properties of troposphere. The meteorological parameters (air 
temperature, pressure and humidity of air) causing refracting and scattering properties of radio waves environment 
propagation are in close dependence on atmospheric processes in concrete physic-climatic region. These parameters 
cause variability of atmosphere refractive index N specific areas of the Globe [1]. 
The decision of the specified problems demands knowledge of the big complex of the quantitative data describing the 
prediction of the radio waves propagation in troposphere at change of radio-physical conditions in high-latitude 
troposphere. Now different radio engineering systems function in the Arctic regions for maintenance of the various 
areas of economic activity. These specified systems provide a reliable radio communication, a radar-location, radio 
navigation etc., and they use the radio waves of various ranges. It is necessary to know conditions of radio waves 
propagation in high-latitude troposphere for development of systems and also to maintain them skillfully. Nowadays, 
investigations of influence of radiometeorological parameters of troposphere on condition of radio waves propagation in 
remote areas of Zapolyarie have fundamental value. The radiometeorological parameters in high-latitude troposphere 
are investigated rather poorly, including Arctic regions. In the regions the refraction essentially differs from the 
refraction in the moderate zone. These researches of the radiometeorological parameters in northern regions are carried 
out on rather limited material and do not cover extensive territory of Zapolyarie [2]. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The diverse modifications of meteorological elements depends on a complicated combination of atmospheric processes, 
microclimatic and climatic features of the given region, cause also variety in modification of the refraction factor. The 
natural and climatic features render on a mode of a modification of the refraction factor essential influence [3]. In the 
Fig. 1 the stations are shown the disposition of researching stations. As it is visible on the figure the researched stations 
are in Polar area of the Earth. These stations are characterized by the following specific meteorological features: the low 
radiation balance, average temperature of air consists 0 °C, dominance of tundra vegetation and Arctic desert. The low 
temperatures and rather high atmospheric pressure in winter cause a winter maxima in the annual variation of N. 
Diurnal variations of air refractive index N are presented in Fig. 2. The significance of air refractive index N within day 
is poorly changed under influence of water inertia of the Arctic Ocean. 
Maps of isolines of air refractive index N in high-latituded atmosphere for 1, 10, 50, 90, 99 % of observed times are 
presented. 
The obtained results of refractive index N can be used in the radiometeorology and in prediction of radio wave 
propagation characteristics of high latitudes of Globe. 
 



 
 

Fig. 1 Disposition of researching stations. 
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Fig. 2. Diurnal variation of air refractive index N. 
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